A day in the life of mobile data

Very few companies worry about the cost of replacing mobile devices, it’s more about the value and amount of data that resides on them and the adverse consequences to the company if the data on these devices falls into the wrong hands.

According to a recent Gartner study over 80% of new and critical data is now stored on mobile devices – so securing these devices is becoming a business necessity and one that can no longer be ignored.

Let’s take Ben, a typical mid-level company executive and look at how much data he uses in a working day and how easily he can jeopardise the company if this data goes missing. Ben wakes early on Monday for a big day that will include a quick stop at the office, two airline flights, a client sales presentation, and a dinner meeting with a potential partner firm.

Before leaving home, he copies the sales presentation he worked on over the weekend from his home computer to a 250 MB USB data storage device for transport to the office.

After arriving at the office he boots up his notebook PC, and then logs in to the network to update his CRM files and download the revised product roadmap and the new price sheet.

He almost goes through the familiar steps of synchronising his contacts, calendar and certain documents with his smartphone, but then remembers that the new Bluetooth enabled version transfers that information automatically. Still, he must manually load the sales presentation from the USB device. Feeling sleepy, he dozes briefly on the train out to the airport, then sits in the gate lounge area making sales calls and setting appointments while logged onto a ‘hotspot’ for email access.

After the aircraft reaches cruising altitude Ben uses his notebook PC to finalise his sales plan for a meeting with the company CEO. He saves the proposal on the notebook, and, just in case, also copies it to the USB device.

Arriving at the airport, he takes a cab to the client office and makes a few more calls on his Smartphone, while referencing files from the notebook PC perched on his lap.

The sales call goes well, but the client wants to know how long the project will take. Ben uses a local internet connection to access and download the appropriate information on parts and labour availability. After signing an NDA, Ben is allowed to copy confidential information regarding the client’s new project from a floppy.

The new client president invites Ben to lunch. He leaves his briefcase and PC at office, but takes the Smartphone with him.

After a cab ride back to the airport, and the familiar routine of waiting, loading and landing, Ben rents a car for a quick drive to the hotel.

At the hotel, he briefly leaves his belongings in the car while he checks in at the front desk.

At dinner, Ben’s CEO gives him advance notice of a favourable analyst rating of the company, but also discloses some potential litigation that might affect how the company may market its product. Ben makes some notes on the Smartphone for follow up. Ben then agrees with his boss to see a musical at a nearby theatre. He leaves the notebook PC in his hotel room, but takes the Smartphone.

Late that night he downloads a few more emails, make notes from his meetings and drops exhausted into bed. “Where is that USB device?”, he mutters as he falls asleep.

Although Ben is only a mid-level executive, he still has access to very sensitive company data which he is storing on numerous mobile devices.

This vignette clearly demonstrates that, for just this one executive on one day, the company had multiple risks of losing very valuable and sensitive information. Consider how easy it would have been to leave the notebook, the smartphone or the USB device on the train, in the cabs, at the management team, in the hotel, in the cab, or back at home.
Proof of security
Today it is not sufficient to merely have purchased a security product, companies need to prove that the security system, including technology, policy and procedures, is properly implemented and continuously effective. Since few organisations have the expertise or budget to assess the technical merit of enterprise security products, they should seek products that have been independently evaluated by government-certified laboratories as complying to at least mid level FIPS or common standards.

Summary
Mobile devices are an important, growing, and productive part of the information infrastructure of modern enterprises. However, greater efficiency in the field carries a heightened risk of compromising sensitive and confidential information via carelessness or opportunistic theft. Even the most diligent employees cannot adequately protect the company’s data, so the organisation must provide an effective security system that automatically protects data according to central policies.
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